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1.0 Executive Summary
To develop and demonstrate to AMPC staff (and probably one Australian supply chain) the providers approach to
offering a cost-effective and robust primal to steak, and steak to primal,traceability system, within a demonstration
facility (i.e. not within an active supply chain).

Methodology

• Develop a primal to cut data interface for integration with existing meat B2B traceability

• Enable protections to allow only the primal to be split into a finite weight determined by the primal

• A system of scanner, scale and printer to transfer trace data from primal to cut providing counterfeit protection,
allowing for closed and open supply chains.

Technology Approach

• Use the FreshChain cloud based platform for traceability, provenance, authenticity and meat count reconciliation
system based on an individual carton

• Use a blockchain enabled, encrypted, serialised and unique GS1 Digital Link QR code data carrier for traceability
and provenance providing in one code, retail scanning at the POS with embedded data and consumer connection
using any smartphone.

• Integrate a weight scale systems with our FreshChain cloud based traceability software solution and secondary
thermal printing hardware to transfer primal information to steaks

Benefit for Industry

1. Digitisation, via acquiring product, supply chain and consumer information and leveraging data for insights
(Adv. Mft.)

2. Sustainability, via underpinning Communities, Energy, Water, Waste and Packaging claim
3. Marketing & Promotion, via offering a new premium value add to premium markets.
4. Products, via understanding additional purchasing behavior (and enabling direct connection with

consumers). New direct connection with domestic and global consumers could lead to leveraging new
product ideas (e.g. Dairy Industry Oak direct consumer engagement - https://oakflavourgenerator.com.au/)

5. Market access, via increased granular traceability systems
6. International Competitiveness, via ideally reducing manual compliance regulations.
7. Traceability and Integrity Systems
8. Animal Welfare, via communicating animal welfare practices to consumers that the relevant supply chain

adheres to
9. Food Safety, via demonstration that forward and backward recalls are now possible to steak level.
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2.0 Introduction

Project Description

Strategic Fit

AMPC’s 2020-2025 Strategic Plan identifies within the Advance Manufacturing (pages 7-8),Sustainability (pages

11–15), Technical Market Access & Markets (pages 21- 23), and Product and Process Integrity (pages 26-27)

programs, specifically enabling:

1. Digitisation, via acquiring product, supply chain and consumer information and leveraging data for insights

(Adv.Mft.)

2. Sustainability, via underpinning Communities, Energy, Water, Waste and Packaging claim

3. Marketing & Promotion, via offering a new premium value add to premium markets.

4. Products, via understanding additional purchasing behavior (and enabling direct connection with consumers).

New direct connection with domestic and global consumers could lead to leveraging new product ideas (e.g. Dairy

Industry Oak direct consumer engagement - https://oakflavourgenerator.com.au/)

5. Market access, via increased granular traceability systems

6. International Competitiveness, via ideally reducing manual compliance regulations.

7. Traceability and Integrity Systems

8. Animal Welfare, via communicating animal welfare practices to consumers that the relevant supply chain adheres

to

9. Food Safety, via demonstration that forward and backward recalls are now possible to steak level. As such

although the primary goal for the innovation theme is a successful development(s) to enable operational primal to

steak, and steak to primal traceability (hence a focus on Strategic Fit 7 above), it is expected that all stages and

successful development companies will keep in mind both the primary and secondary goals in the context of the

above nine(9) strategic plan touch points.
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3.0 Project Objectives

To develop and demonstrate to AMPC staff (and probably one Australian supply chain) the

providers approach to offering a cost-effective and robust primal to steak, and steak to primal,

traceability system, within a demonstration facility (i.e. not within an active supply chain).

The Process

The process demonstrated as to how the primal information is transferred from the primal to the steak.Hence the
process of generating codes (if a ledger solution) or surface application approach or hardware approach.For this part
it is expected that two to five primals will be demonstrated on, ideally different primals. During this process
demonstration the provider is to articulate and demonstrate how the third party cut ting room will use the process
and what equipment (and fail safes) need to be in place to ensure robustness/reliable/bullet proof solution.

Trace forward and trace back.Demonstration of a simple interface that shows which steak each primal has been
sourced from. ‘Alert’ of non-traced product (primal and steaks)

A demonstration of what is expected to occur in Stage 3 if a 3rd party tries to cut a primal into more steaks that is
possible for that primal. An example of how someone in the supply chain knows if a primal and or steak has been
scanned. The focus here is to think about product substitution as well as the supply chain obtaining information
about the ‘last mile’ of the product.

4.0 Methodology

FreshChain Technology Approach

• Use the FreshChain cloud based platform for traceability, provenance, authenticity and meat count reconciliation
system based on an individual carton

• Use a blockchain enabled, encrypted, serialised and unique GS1 Digital Link QR code data carrier for traceability
and provenance providing in one code, retail scanning at the POS with embedded data and consumer connection
using any smartphone.

• Integrate a weight scale system with our FreshChain cloud based traceability software solution and secondary
thermal printing hardware to transfer primal information to steaks.

Methodology

• Develop a primal to cut data interface for integration with existing meat B2B traceability

• Enable protections to allow only the primal to be split into a finite weight determined by the primal
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• A system of scanner, scale and printer to transfer trace data from primal to cut providing counterfeit protection,
allowing for closed and open supply chains.

5.0 Project Outcomes
Project Outputs/Deliverables

A report and (1) further development road map, and if applicable (2) a Stage 3 submission that:

1. Develops and demonstrates a primal to steak (and steak to primal) traceability solution.

2. Expected development path forward, Stage 3 to adoption.

3. Minimum requirements of 3rd parties within a supply chain to comply with to ensure robustness (scope and
pricing)

4. Requirements for the Australian source supply chain to enable adoption within their business (scope and pricing)

6.0 Conclusions / Recommendations

FreshChain was able to demonstrate to AMPC staff (and probably one Australian supply chain) a cost-effective and
robust primal to steak, and steak to primal,traceability system, within a demonstration facility (i.e. not within an active
supply chain).
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The next stage is to combine Stage 3 and Stage 4a of the AMPC Development Path (and adoption / path to market)
to deliver the following:

● Demonstrate in both a domestic and international supply chain (supplied with Australian processed
meat) and ascertain additional R&D requirements and/or infrastructure required to roll out to a
supply chain for identified traceability KPI’s

● Implement examples that are robust, cost effective that meet targeted value add traceability KPI’s in
both 3rd party and direct source supply chains

● Create and deploy the required education requirements for onboarding customers direct and remote

Recommendations/improvements to the system:

● Send cut to trim
● Waste
● Tolerance for over trim/under weight
● Sign out/timeout
● Notification for no line allocation
● API update

Stage 3 forward path  ( Scope/min requirements/costs)

● FreshChain face to face workshops
● FreshChain video material
● FreshChain hard copy manuals
● FreshChain on-site onboarding

Min requirements of 3rd parties in the supply chain to comply to ensure robustness;

1. Internet coverage in weighing and packing area
2. A compatible weight scale with interface
3. A direct or thermal transfer printer
4. A barcode scanner or smartphone
5. Consumables (Labels, ribbon)
6. Touchscreen display and controller
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